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In this enlightening and entertaining work, Charles Panati explores the origins of hundreds of religious rituals, customs, and
practices in many faiths, the reasons for religious holidays and sacred symbols, and the meanings of vestments, sacraments,
devotions, and prayers. Its many revelations include: * Why the Star of David became the Jewish counterpart of the Christian
cross * What mortal remains of the Buddha are venerated today * How the diamond engagement ring became a standard * That
the first pope was a happily married man * How Hindu thinkers arrived at their concept of reincarnation * Why Jews don't eat pork,
why some Muslims don't eat certain vegetables, and how some Christians came to observe meatless Fridays Sacred Origins of
Profound Things is an indispensable resource for all those interested in the history of religion and the history of ideas--and an
inspiring guide to those seeking to understand their faith.
The creation story has been hijacked. The subtle deceptions of the Serpent have caused skeptics and even believers to look upon
the opening chapters of Genesis with a cynical eye. As a result many believe that Earth is a cosmic accident and that humanity is
merely a product of time, matter and chance. However, Derrick McCarson counters the critics of the Bible with powerful new
evidence from the world of astronomy, microbiology and physics which all point to the undeniable fact that we are here by Divine
design. In Origins you will be challenged with fascinating information that confirms Genesis 1:1 and following. Content Includes: •
Deep space discoveries which reveal • the first moments of creation • Wonders of the universe which point to a super-intelligent
Creator • The reason why evil and suffering entered the world • DNA̶the language of God • The amazing ingenuity of Noahʼs Ark
A Dissertation Upon Worships, Legends and Divinities in Central and Western Asia, Europe, and Elsewhere, Before the Christian
Era. Showing Their Relations to Religious Customs as They Now Exist
Origins of the Study of Human Growth
Fallible Authors
The Christ of Faith and the Jesus of History
The Muslim Creed
What on Earth Is God Doing?
Includes Journal of the Massachusetts Association of the New Jerusalem Church.
Have you ever wondered where the Universe came from? Did it come from a big bang billions of years ago or did an Intelligence far beyond our own
create it? If the Universe was created then why was it created and what’s its purpose? What’s man’s purpose, where did we come from, did we evolve from
primordial ooze, or were we created in the likeness of that same intelligence? Did this intelligence, this God, always exist? Where did he come from, how
did he come into existence? Why would this God, this spirit, have the likeness of a man with arms, legs, and feet? Answers to these questions have eluded
mankind since the dawn of time. Many theories have attempted to answer them but there are always flaws. Questions still remain. Questions such as,
where did the matter and energy of this big bang come from, how could it just happen to be there? I believe that hidden deep in the pages of the Bible lay
the answers to all of these questions, and for thousands of years no one has realized it nor been able to put it all together. However, after seven years of
research I believe that this book can answer all of the above questions without leaving any loose ends. I believe that contained within the pages of this
book lay the answers to all of mankind’s deepest questions. Answers to questions such as, where did God come from, why was the Universe created, what
is mankind’s purpose, and the age-old question, which came first, the chicken or the egg? This little book can also tell you where we as a civilization are
headed and what our ultimate fate will be, all from the Bible.
Its Genesis and Historical Development
Chaucer's Pardoner and Wife of Bath
Christian Thought
The Stories Behind the Rites and Rituals of the World's Religions
A Critical History of the Doctrine of a Future Life. With a complete bibliography of the subject [by Ezra Abbot].
Satan's Conflict with God

Despite the growing interest in olive oil, most people know very little about what it is or how it is made. This book provides
a comprehensive treatment of olive oil from the tree to table, from a molecular and personal perspective. Growers often
do not know what is happening at a molecular level or why certain practices produce superior or inferior results, for
example, why adjusting a temperature rewards them with winning oils. This book aims to provide some of the answers as
well as the importance of the chemicals responsible for the flavour and health effects. Readers will also get a deeper
understanding of what makes an extra virgin olive oil authentic and how scientists are helping to fight fraud regarding this
valuable commodity. Including anecdotes from growers of olives and producers of oils, the authors provide an accessible
text for a wide audience from food science students to readers interested in the human story of olive oil production.
Arianism started as a movement in the 3rd century AD, maintaining that Jesus was less divine than God. Traditionally
regarded as the archetypal Christian heresy, it was condemned in the famous Nicene Creed.
The New Jerusalem Magazine
Little Book
From Grove to Table
Americana, American Historical Magazine
The Origin of God
The Quimby Manuscripts Showing the Discovery of Spiritual Healing and the Origin of Christian Science
Walk from creation to eternity in a way guaranteed to change your view of the world.
You'll finally understand the war Satan is waging against God and how that conflict has
affected history, including the persecution of Jewish people and Christians.
Human Interaction with the Divine, the Sacred, and the Deceased brings together cuttingedge empirical and theoretical contributions from scholars in fields including
psychology, theology, ethics, neuroscience, medicine, and philosophy, to examine how and
why humans engage in, or even seek spiritual experiences and connection with the
immaterial world. In this richly interdisciplinary volume, Plante and Schwartz recognize
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human interaction with the divine and departed as a cross-cultural and historical
universal that continues to concern diverse disciplines. Accounting for variances in
belief and human perception and use, the book is divided into four major sections:
personal experience; theological consideration; medical, technological, and scientific
considerations; and psychological considerations with chapters addressing phenomena
including prayer, reincarnation, sensed presence, and divine revelations. Featuring
scholars specializing in theology, psychology, medicine, neuroscience, and ethics, this
book provides a thoughtful, compelling, evidence-based, and contemporary approach to gain
a grounded perspective on current understandings of human interaction with the divine,
the sacred, and the deceased. Of interest to believers, questioners, and unbelievers
alike, this volume will be key reading for researchers, scholars, and academics engaged
in the fields of religion and psychology, social psychology, behavioral neuroscience, and
health psychology. Readers with a broader interest in spiritualism, religious and nonreligious movements will also find the text of interest.
A Critical History of the Doctrine of a Future Life
How Do We Know the Bible Is True?
Ancient Faiths and Modern: a Dissertation Upon Worships, Legends and Divinities in
Central and Western Asia, Europe, and Elsewhere, Before the Christian Era. Showing Their
Relations to Religious Customs as They Now Exist
A Former Member Looks at the Mormon Church Today
Human Interaction with the Divine, the Sacred, and the Deceased
Angelbound Origins Box Set
Can an outrageously immoral man or a scandalous woman teach morality or lead people to virtue? Does personal
fallibility devalue one's words and deeds? Is it possible to separate the private from the public, to segregate
individual failing from official function? Chaucer addressed these perennial issues through two problematic
authority figures, the Pardoner and the Wife of Bath. The Pardoner dares to assume official roles to which he has
no legal claim and for which he is quite unsuited. We are faced with the shocking consequences of the belief,
standard for the time, that immorality is not necessarily a bar to effective ministry. Even more subversively, the
Wife of Bath, who represents one of the most despised stereotypes in medieval literature, the sexually rapacious
widow, dispenses wisdom of the highest order. This innovative book places these "fallible authors" within the full
intellectual context that gave them meaning. Alastair Minnis magisterially examines the impact of Aristotelian
thought on preaching theory, the controversial practice of granting indulgences, religious and medical
categorizations of deviant bodies, theological attempts to rationalize sex within marriage, Wycliffite doctrine that
made authority dependent on individual grace and raised the specter of Donatism, and heretical speculation
concerning the possibility of female teachers. Chaucer's Pardoner and Wife of Bath are revealed as interconnected
aspects of a single radical experiment wherein the relationship between objective authority and subjective
fallibility is confronted as never before.
"Wrestling the Angel, Vol. I is the first in a two part study of the foundations of Mormon thought and practice,
situated in the context of an overview of the Christian tradition. The book traces the essential contours of Mormon
thought as it developed from Joseph Smith to the present. Terryl L. Givens, one of the nation's foremost Mormon
scholars, offers a sweeping account of the history of Mormon belief, revealing that Mormonism is a tradition still
very much in the process of formation."--Provided by the publisher.
The Limits of Religious Thought Examined in Eight Lectures
Elements of Theology; or, an Exposition of the divine origin, doctrines, morals, and institutions of Christianity
The First Three Kings of Israel
The Foundations of Mormon Thought : Cosmos, God, Humanity
The Theory of Germs, Shewing the Origin, Career, and Destination of All Men, Spirits, and Angels. Also the Manner
of the Resurrection, Etc
The Mormon Mirage
We are an increasingly skeptical society - whether it comes to politics, science, or even faith. As
various channels of media vie for our time and attention, people see conflict everywhere, even about
fundamental aspects of the Bible. In this popular new series, a stellar group of biblical scholars,
seminary professors and apologetics ministry leaders team up to offer compelling facts and research to
reassure Christians about the validity and inerrancy of the Bible.
Three decades after leaving the Mormon faith, Latayne Colvett Scott looks back to her original journey
out of Mormonism and the reasons why she left. Revised and updated, this third edition of The Mormon
Mirage presents both a fascinating inside look at Mormonism and new and formidable evidence against its
claims and teachings.
An In-Depth Study of Genesis 1–11
Contained in the Holy Scriptures
Archetypal Heresy
Christian Treasury
Ancient Faiths and Modern
The Voice of Truth; Or Proofs of the Divine Origin of Scripture. MS. Note

Angels! Demons! Love! Snark! The first three books of the best-selling series are now in one ebook collection...
ANGELBOUND (Book 1) Myla Lewis is a girl who loves two things: kicking ass and kicking ass. She’s not your every day
quasi-demon, part-demon and part-human, girl. Myla lives for the days she gets to fight in Purgatory’s Arena. That is,
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until she meets Prince Lincoln, a super-sexy half-human and half-angel demon hunter. But what’s a quasi-demon girl to
do when she falls for a royal demon killer? With a love with fighting for, Myla’s about to shake up the after-realms. SCALA
(Book 2) Myla Lewis has a whole lot of trouble. A magical object called Lucifer’s Orb is threatening millions of souls, and
it’s Myla’s job to make it go away. Plus, an old enemy is plotting to separate Myla from her Angelbound love, Prince
Lincoln. But Myla and Lincoln are fighting back. Can they stop the Orb, save Purgatory’s souls, and stay together⋯ Or
will both the after-realms and their relationship be destroyed? ACCA In just one week, supernatural warrior Myla Lewis
must discover enough evidence to send the evil House of Acca to prison ⋯ or she’ll end up in jail herself, along with her
fianc . Time to kick some ass. “I’m virtually speechless when it comes to these novels. I have not found an author that I
adore the writing style of this much since Jennifer L. Armentrout. The world that Bauer creates is amazing.” - Brittany's
Book Reviews Angelbound Origins In which Myla Lewis kicks ass and takes names 1. Angelbound 2. Scala 3. Acca 4.
Thrax 5. The Dark Lands 6. The Brutal Time 7. Armageddon 8. Quasi Redux 9. Clockwork Igni 10. Lady Reaper
OriginsAn In-Depth Study of Genesis 1–11WestBow Press
Books 1-3 of the Angelbound Origins Series
New Testament History
Arianism Through the Centuries
Mormon Catholic
The New magazine of knowledge concerning Heaven and Hell, by a society of gentlemen

Originally published in 1932. This volume is a comprehensive study of the historical development of
Muslim dogmatics and consists of translations and commentaries on the creed in its various forms.
The American Historical Magazine
Psychological, Scientific, and Theological Perspectives
Wrestling the Angel
Joseph the Seer
The Bible echo, ed. by W. Kellaway
His Prophetic Mission Vindicated, and the Divine Origin of the Book of Mormon Defended and Maintained;
Being a Reply by Elder William W. Blair to Elder William Sheldon
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